MODEL:

D7100-2 Series

MODEL:

STYLE FLAT D-RUNG EXTENSION LADDER
LOAD CAPACITY
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Combined weight
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Extra Heavy Duty/Professional Use

D7500-2 Series

STYLE FLAT D-RUNG EXTENSION LADDER

- Mar-resistant
molded end caps

TYPE IA

Mar-resistant
molded end caps;
vinyl coated
aluminum hoop
end caps on 36'
and 40' models
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Pre-pierced holes
for easy field
installation
of accessories

Yellow electrically
non-conductive
side rails External guides at top of
base section securely
interlock rails

Orange electrically
non-conductive
side rails

Pre-pierced holes
for easy field
installation
of accessories

Hi-strength nylon coated guides
at top of base section reduce
friction for ease of operation

Heavy duty
pulley with rope

Single pulley system;
double pulley
system on
36' and 40'
models

Interlocking
side rails

Plate and rung assembly are
riveted at four points to each side
rail to allow for rung replacement

Plate and rung assembly are
riveted at four points to each side
rail to allow for rung replacement
Base and fly
separate easily to
use base section
as single ladder

Slip-resistant
Traction-Tred® D-rungs

Nylon coated
internal guides
on bottom of fly
section increase
• ease of operation
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Base and fly
separate easily to
use base section
as single ladder
Non-separable
sections on 36'
and 40' models

Slip-resistant ———
Traction-Tred® D-rungs

Nylon coated
internal guides
on bottom of fly
section increase
ease of operation

Rugged gravity spring
locks operate smoothly

Rugged gravity spring
locks operate smoothly
Exclusive Alflo®
rung joint
means
Twist-Proof8
performance

Rope clamp ties
rope to rung

Model
D7124-2

Durable rail shield and shoe
bracket protects rail from
damage

Total
Maximum
Length
Working
Model No.
Sections
Length
D7116-2*
16'
13'
D7120-2
20'
17'
D7124-2
24'
21'
D7128-2
28'
25'
D7132-2
32'
29'
t Note: D 7 1 1 6 - 2 is not equipped with rope and pulley

Approx.
Cu, Ft.
Per Unit
7.0
8.7
10.3
12.0
13.7

DIMENSIONS
3-5/16" wide
1-3/16" wide
1-1/2"
16-1/8" outside rails
19" outside shoes

Model
D7520-2

Approx.
Shipping
Wt. Lbs.
41,0
49.0
58.0
66.0
79.0

Shoe with slip-resistant
pad and spur plate

SPECIFICATIONS
Total
Maximum
Length
Working
Model No,
Sections
Length
D7516-2*
16'
13'
D7520-2
17'
20'
D7524-2
24'
21'
D7528-2
28'
25'
D7532-2
32'
29'
D7536-2
36'
321
D7540-2
40'
35'
t Note: D7516-2 is not equipped with rope and pulley

DIMENSIONS
Rails:
Flange:
Rungs:
Fly Width:
Base Width:

Exclusive Alflo*
rung joint
means
Twist-Proof9
performance

Durable rail shield and shoe
bracket protects rail from
damage
——

Shoe with slip-resistant
pad and spur plate

SPECIFICATIONS

Rope clamp ties
rope to rung

Rails:
Flange:
Rungs:
Fly Width:
Base Width:

Approx.
Cu. Ft.
Per Unit
7,9
9,8
11.6
13.5
15.4
23.8
26.7

16' to 32'

36' and 40'

3-1/2" wide
1-3/1 6" wide
1 -3/4"
16- 1/8" outside rails
20-1/4" outside shoes

4" wide
1 -3/4" wide

Approx.
Shipping
Wt. Lbs.
45,0
53.0
62.0
70.0
81,0
114.0
128.0

1 -3/4"
1 6-3/4" outside rails
22" outside shoes
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Werner Co. - the world's leading manufacture
fa.0f^..

Werner is a state-of-the-art fully integrated manufacturer
and distributor of fiberglass, aluminum and wood climbing
products, Control of every step of the manufacturing process
ensures quality and allows flexibility to serve the needs
of our customers.

Standard of the Industry
Werner ladders are made to last, Our products are backed
by over 50 years of product design, testing and evaluation
experience. We begin with the best quality raw materials and
expertly manufacture those materials into high-strength ladders
designed to perform year after year. We convert raw materials,
such as aluminum ingot and fiberglass ravings, into the side
rails, rungs and other parts used to make ladders, stages,
scaffolds and accessories,

All Werner ladders are designed and manufactured to the
same rigorous quality standards and with a common goal of
building the safest climbing equipment possible. Our products
are designed and manufactured to meet or exceed OSHA
and ANSI requirements,

Werner offers ladders made from fiberglass,
aluminum and wood.

Fiberglass
Werner was the driving force behind the development of
fiberglass ladder products. Fiberglass ladders have become
the leading choice for both consumers and professionals due to
their great value, appearance and suitability for a wide range of
>
C
applications, Werner uses a proprietary process to manufacture
fiberglass reinforced ladder rails, Glass
ravings and structural glass mat are
impregnated with a thermoset resin and
then pulled through a temperaturecontrolled die to create finished ladder
rail, Fiberglass pultrusions are made in
numerous colors, are electrically and
Technologically
thermally non-conductive and have
Advanced Material:
excellent structural and weathering
Multiple layers of unidirectional glass rovings
properties, Werner's equipment is
and multi-directional
designed in-house specifically for
glass structural mat
create the strong, durable
ladder rail production to offer the best
Werner fiberglass rail.
quality and control,

